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.Editorial
Path to l-nde1p,endence

'I'he relationship between mother and child
is one of imparity; the child is totally de
pendent on the mother. The process of
growth requires that child must become pro
gressively independent, until he severs com
pletely his maternal ties.
The Baruch School of Business and Public
Administration was founded in 1919 as a
separate entity within The City College to
provide business and civic administration
education. Today, after forty-seven years of
nurture, we firmly believe that the school is
ready to become fully independent within the
City University.

Rapid social changes, the population ex
plosion, automotion and the new concept of
knowledge are offering new challenges to
higher education. A call for reform is very
urgent. Colleges and Universities throughout
the United States are solving the problem of
the education of masses by breaking down
their gigantic enterprises into small and \iis
tinct colleges. Michigan State University,
the University of California and the Univer
sity of Massachusetts, just to name a few,
are already creating new colleges within
their systems in order to avoid the catas
trophic effects of a gigantic centralized u.ni
versity.
The Barnch School is the only unit within
the City University that awards a Master's
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degree in Public Administration. It has sup
plied, for many years, talents to the growing
industries of the city and is sprawling
suburbs.
During the last three decades, largely be
cause of automation, the nature of business
has become more complex. Since new knowl
edge is acquired at a prodigious rate, the
fields of labor relations, public administrar
tion, banking and financesj and industrial
management demand specialized personnel.
New York City and its adjacent towns, known
as the largest financial and industrial dis
trict, not only of this country but of the
entire world, demand more and more pro
fessionals and specialists. Only an inde(Continued on Page 4)

Committee Suggests
The Baruch College

The Report on the future of Baruch School was sub
mitted to the facu.lty Jast Friday afternoon. The study, which
contains no surprises, carefully investigates the current prob
Bernard M. Baruch School of Business & Public Administration
lems of the school and comes to the conclusion that an
autonomous
college is the right answer.
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By Subscription Only
�345
The forty-page Report, made public today for the first
time, indicates the four possible solutions considered by the
committee: 1) Maintenance of the status quo; 2) Removal
to the Uptown campus; 3) Establishing an upper-division
college; 4) Establishing an autonomous college.
This Friday the faculty of Baruch will meet to consider
whether they should implement the recommendations. Should
By WALTER SOBEL
the faculty vote to become independent then these recom
The Faculty Committee Re- that the Barach School will They must look f@r the long mendations will be passed to the Board of Higl;ier Education
p@rt on the separation - The be in a position to expand and range benefits of this change. which will make the final decision.
Future of Baruch School, will improve the quality of educar
During an interview The
It is understood that the final action would be delayed
be discussed at an ope)l meet- tion only if it becomes an Reporter's Editor-in-Chief, at least one year to allow the Board to consider all aspects
ing on Tuesday, November 3, autonomous college.
Giuseppe Costantino, said: All of the separation.
at 6 p.m. in the Baru\:!h AudiThere are a few students in evening students should at
Final approval from the New York State Board of Re
t0rium. Bea:p. . Ne�tori - a�d ou.r school wlio, moti-vated by- tend tltis open meeting. The gents auth0rizing the new college to grant degree.s--is-not
Prof._ Levenstem. w1H be .an- selfish interests, strongly ad- separation of the school is of expected to create any additional delay.
swermg all quest10ns the stu- vocate that Baruch should such importance that every
The Board of Higher Educ1;1,tion is expected to place the
dents may have about the pro- move to the Uptown campus. single student should be con- request tor independence in the hands of a committee which
posed separation.
The- relocation of the school cerned with it."
(Continued on Page 2)
Generally people unwelcome would have catastrophic con- -------------------------------------
change. because they fear the sequences on our school. Col
uncertainty of the future. lege students are expected to
Howev;er, there is no cl0u11bt have a mature personality.
THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK

The Future of Baruch Discussed
At Open Conference on Thursd·ay

Mot1vation Behind The Study

Petite Brooklynite Selected
Finalist in E. S. Beauty Contest
By IKE SHELDON

What does Brooklyn l;i,ave
that the rest of the world
cl0esn't? We don't knew, but
they must be doing something
:right! They'-re producing Miss
Evening Session finalists at a
])rodigious rate. A tally after
the selection of this week's
winner, twenty year old Rita
�runberg, shows that fully
forty percent of our current final
ists hail from the land that Na
than's and Phil Foster made fa
mous.
Rita is tlie second graduate of
Wingate High School in this year's
contest. Prior to gracing these
hallowed halls with her trim 352&35 figure, she attended Broci'Jr-1yn College for one year as an
AAS student. A qualifying non
matriculated student, she would
1.i:ke to major in education and
p'Jans to teach secretarial studies
on the high school level.
Rita is a gifted seamstress ,and
is often seen wearing clothing she
ihas made for herself. However, if
.she ever came into a lot of money
she would like to immediately go
out and purchase an entire new
w:airdrobe. Given the money, she
would also redecorate her room.
While the redecorating was going
on, she would like to travel.
Instead of wishing for all this
to happen, this Brown eyed and
blackhaired beauty works for the
New York Securities Company as

By HOWARD MICHAELS

an executive secretary.
She likes children and would
like to have two boys and two
gi'l·ls. Her husband will be the boss
around her house (at least that's
what she says now), but must be
a good family man, must like chil
dren, and should have approximate
ly the same interests as she
A sports minded girl, Rita lists
'

'
,

RITA GRUNBERG

bowling, ice-skating, and water
skiing among her favorites.
The contest has been running
for a number of weeks, and has
really shifted into high gear. How
ever, we have seen some lovely
o-irls in Evening Session who have
0

(Continued on :Page 2)

For the last several years,
Baruch has been faced with a
growing problem: lack 01' pro
per communication with City
College officials, located on
the main campus. We were
overlooked in many areas. De
partment Chairme:a would
not take the time to under
stand the special problems of
· "beral arts courses in a business
oriented college. Uptown projects
fared better in the the continuing
struggle for a share of the College's
limited budget. In general, Baruch
has been treated as a step-child of
City College.
It was obvious to all that the
situation could not continue. Baruch
was looking for a site for a new
building. Dr. Gallagher suggested
thait i,t might be possible to solve
two problems at the same time by
building adjacent to the UptoW11
campus.
The faculty and the Administra
tion of Baruch were almost una
nimously opposed to moving Up
town. They believe that a business
school should be located in the
business area of the city, and that
a move Uptown would cost the
school many important faculty
members. Faculty members, in re
acting to Dr. Gallagher's proposal,
suggested another possible way to
solve the problem - INDEPEN
DENCE - the Bernard M. Baruch
College, The idea was not new.
Just a few years ago, the College
of Police Science was a division of
Baruch. It faced many of the
same problems we do. It asked
the Board of Higher Education for

independence and the College of
Police Science was born.
College of Police Science Dean
of Faculty Donald Riddle told The
Reporter that the college officials
have not once regretted becoming
independent. The college has suffered many growing pains. It
had to bring in a whole new staff
from President to the lowest ad
ministrators (something Baruch
would be largely spared). The ma
jor advantage to independence ac
cording to Dean Donald Riddle is,
the "autonomy it provides. We do
not have to deal wi_th faculty com
mittees who are not really interest-

DR. BUELL G. GALLAGHER

Advocator of Baruch Relocation
ed in our problems. We have found
it is easier to get funds when we
compete on the top levels with other
colleges." The Dean also said, "we
do not have to. fight for our
budget, first at a college meeting,
then at the Board of Higher Ed-

ucation, then at the City Council
meetings, only to find at the last
minute that the College Adminis
tration has re-allocated all the
monies to another division of the
(Continued on Page 2)

----- -------

Marke'ting
Con.ference
Planned

"Today's Marketing Prac
tices - Society's Boon or
Bane?" is the theme of an all
d a y conference sponsored
by the Baruch Department of
marketing. The meeting will
be held at the Americana
Hotel on Election Day.
Speakers will include represen
tatives of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, the Public Relations
World, a nationally acclaimed
author, a member of the Baruch
marketing department, and a well
known marketing consultant.
Registration fees for the confer
ence are $35.00 per person. How
ever, Professor John W. Wingate,
chairman of the marketing depart
ment, has indicated that special
rates are available for Baruch stu
dents. Students who are interested
in attending should contact either
Professor Wingate or the confer
ence chairman, , Professor Kenn
Rogers.
Professor Wingate indicated that
the conference is part of Baruch's
program to bring the school and
the business community together
for their mutual benefit.
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Our Man 1n Moscow

Contest .

..

(Continued from Page 1)
not yet entered. What are you
waiting for, girls? All it takes is
about five minutes of your time.
By Walter Sobel
I You will fill out a simple, short ap
plication, answer a few questions
The "In" place to visit this day, and it reminded me of its New about yourself, pose for a few pic
year was Russia; so with·my York counterpart' Klein's.
tures, and that's it! From there
One of the most interesting sites on, the fun begins. If you are
suitcases in one hand, my was
Economic chosen as a finalist, you wili be
the
U.S.S.R.
"007 travel guide of the Soviet Achievement Center. This sprawl
eligible for many valuable prizes,
Union" in the other, off I ing 525 acre park, with its 70 you will meet some wonderful peo
went to the land of the Bol pavilions ,exhibits the economic, ple, and you will be guaranteed to
industrial, and agricultural achieve
sheviks, borscht, and balalai ments
of the Soviet Union. The
BULLETIN
kas.
most interesting pavilion was their
The Reporter has announced
Our tour of the Soviet Union Space Achievement Exhibition,
that
the
male Evening Session
started in Moscow. Upon our ar which displayed among other
rival there, we were greeted by things, the first sputniks, and student who submits the best
our Russian guides, whose names, Cosmonatu Yuri Gal'garin's space essay of no more than 250 words
Lena, Natasha, and Tanya, could suit. Also on <lisp.lay were the tubes on the topic, "why I Would Like
to be a Judge for the Miss Eve
have come right out of a Tolstoy
ning Session Contest" will get
novel. They were quite attractive
his wish and will act as a Judge
girls. I especially liked Natasha,
for
the Contest,
All essays
whose warm smile could easily
should be submitted to The Re
melt the barriers of an iron cur
porter
Office,
Room
420,
Student
tain. These guides assigned to us
Center, by no later than Novem
for our entire stay in the Soviet
ber
23rd,
1966.
Union, spoke fluent English, and
I
surprised many of us by using
have lots of fun. Many past con
such cliches "See you later, al
testants are now life-long friends.
ligator"; or Mary Poppin's fa
Dinner for two at a restaurant of
vorite, "Supercalifragilisticexpiali
the winner's choice is but one of
docious". Yet none of them had
the many prizes which will be
ever been outside of Russia,. and
awarded to Miss Evening Session
had learnt their English in the
and her two runners up. In past
universities of Moscow, Kiev and
years
the prize list has included
Leuingrad.
cameras, books, record albums,
Tourists Crowd Moscow
dresses, radios, fur c<>ats, and even
a two week all-expense paid vaca
Tourism has caught on in Rus
tion tiip. This weekrs prize has
sia, and Moscow, this summer, was
been donated by The American
completely overcrowded with tour
ists;' · from England, France, Ger
many, and America./ Hotel space
comes at a premium, and the Rus
WALTER SOBEL
(Continued from Page 1)
sians are desperately trying to
build more hotels.
college."
of
food
that all space travellers
Sightseeing in Moscow, one finds
The dean indicated that the fear
that the Soviet capital, is not an must eat from. Seeing these tubes that the College's prestige would
armed camp, as many of us would one of our tour members asked, if drop was relatively unfounded. "We
believe. There are no guards with borscht was in one of the tubes. are conshidering the possibility of
fixed bayonets standing on every "Not yet", was her reply with a changing our name to eliminate the
corner, keeping an eye on its citi smile. "But w;e are working on it." trade school connotation of 'police,"'
For after-dinner entertainment he said, "but otherwise we had no
zens. Instead we found the people
had smiles on their faces, and those in Moscow, one can go to the thea other particular problem. Our stu
that we were able to communicate tre, attend a concert, watch a cir dents are showing great pride in
with, either by broken English, or cus, or stroll one of the many their own college. They lilie the
by sign language seemed to be parks, taking in the cool evening change." BothDr. Riddle and C.P.S.
breezes. The choice I made was President - Reisman indicated that
friendly.
seeing the ballet, "Spartacus." It although they do not have a copy
Moscow Kremlin:
was given before a sell-out crowd of the Baruch faculty committee
they
would
The Moscow Kremlin, the symbol in the Palace· of Congress, a very recommendations,
of Russian authority, houses within modern auditorium, built in the wholeheartedly recommend that
same
style'
•
as
Philharmonic
Hall
Baruch
seek
independence
.
its walls, the highest orgaµs of
at Lincoln Center. It w�s a fine
In 1961 and early 1962, The City
•government: the Supreme Soviet,
and the Council of Ministers. In performance ,made more memor University sponsored an exhaus
side the Kremlin may also be able by having its composer Aram tive investigation of Business Ed
foµnd the older palaces and cathe Khatchatmian in the audience ucation in the City University. The
drals of the tsars. Looking at who also wrote the world famous Report (known as the Cottrell Re
port) recommends that the Baruch
the?,e magnificent Byzantine struc "Sabre Dance."
School be set up as an indepen
tures, and seeing their ornate in
Subway Ride
dent branch of the City University
te1iors, one can easily see why a
No tour of Moscow would be with full college status.
revolution took place.
The College of Administration
The line of humanity is long complete without riding its rapid
transit
system, so a group of us was the suggested name for the
and endl!lSS. Literally thousands of
visitors each day, file past Lenin's took the task of exploring Mos new institution.
Baruch is not the only school
body as he lies in state, inside an cow's subway, and we were pleas
Egyptian type mausoleum in Red antly surprised. We found the within the City University facing
trains
to
be
clean
and
comfortable,
the problem of absentee adminis
Square. The -tourist is given the
special privilege of "jumping" the and the passengers and subway tration. Hunter College has two
line. I asked the guide, if the attendants polite and courteous campuses, one in the Bronx and
Russian people minded us moving especially when asking their help the other in Manhattan. The Bronx
ahead of them. She answered! by in negotiating transfers from one center is also contemplating sep
saying, "The Russian people con line to another. We noticed that aration.
sider you as our guests." Of course several of the stations had elabo
I did not exactly believe her,. but rate chandeliers hanging from their
I was not going to argue the point ceilings, and others had statues
in the middle of Red Square. Tak erected on their platforms. The
ing pictures of Lenin, inside the one I saw was of Alexander Push
tomb is strictly forbidden, and as kin, the Russian classical poet.
we approached the entrance, a Rus The cost of this subway ride was
sian soldier, pointing to our open only 5 kopeks, the equivalent of
cameras told us "Nyet" meaning five American cents.
The time had now come for us
no, in no uncertain terms.
Moscow's big department store, to depart from the Soviet capital;
was called "Gum� on the Square". a tour that for me had proved to
When I went window shopping in be a very enlightening and educa
the store, it seemed to be bargain tional experience.
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Help Wanted

The Placement Office ls located in
Room 303, Baruch School Building, and
is open Monday through Thursday eve
ings 5:00 to 8:30 P.M. ALL Evening
Session students are eligible to use this
5

�:REDIT & COLLECTION AS
SISTANT: Male preferred. Position
with a distributor of electrical apExpress Compa,ny, Inc.
Message to our male readers:
you can act as spotters for the
contest. If you know a girl in one
of your classes, or mayhe in the
club youp belong to who you think
should be a contestant BRING her
to The Reporter Office, Room 420,
Student Center. If you know of
several girls ,stop in at the office
yourself and we'll sign you up as
an official contest recruiter.

pliances located in mid-town Man
hattan. Plior credit expe1ience re
quired. Starti.ng salary $100 per
week. Refer to Code 29-7.
ASSISTANT
BOOKKEEPER:
Female preferred. Position with
publishing firm located in Grand
Central area. Duties include Ac
counts Receivable and Accounts
Payable. Starting salary up to $110
per week. Refer to Code 42-15.
LIBRARY CLERK: Female pre
ferred. Position with major weekly
magazine located in mid-town Man
hattan. Starting salary $78 per
week. Refer to Code 110-132.
-ADVE R T I SIN G AGENCY
TRAINEE: Male preferred. ,Posi
tion with a major classified ad
vertising agency located in Times
Square area. Starting salary $65$70 per week. Refer to Code 90-8

When: Reviewi.ng for
Your Midterms
Remember

<Jlarnes
·O-utlines
and our

NEW Book Notes
BARNES AND NOBLE, INC.
137 East 23 Street
ACROSS THE STREET FROM BARUCH

I FLIGHT UP

HOW WILL
SEPARATION
AFFECT YOU

Baruch Committee Recommendation
(Continued from Page l)

will listen to all sides: administration of both Uptown and
Downtown campuses; faculty; students; and the the general
public. Hence, the Board will act upon the committee's report.
Should the Baruch School become an autonomous college, it
will house five administrative divisions: Arts and Humani
ties; Mathematics and Science; Behavioral Sciences; Profes
sional Studies; and Student Professional Services. As result
of this new structure liberal arts instructors will be repre
sented in the Baruch faculty on the same principles as the
professional teachers.

OPEN MEETING THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3
6:00 to 8:00 PM
Speakers

Dean Newton

Prof. Levenstein

QUESTION & ANSWER PERIOD
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Student Center Program

(The fo!lowing articles have been submitted by the respective Clubs and Organizations)

The 20's

The Roaring
Twe_ nty Society
_
(formerly the Overtwenty Club)
announces a new program designed
the older students, graduate
and undergraduate.
The program will include theatre
going, sightseeing, and, of course,
socials.
All girls from 19 up and all fel
lows from 20 up are invited to join
this society.
The Roaring Twenty Society will
meet this Friday from 7 to 11 p.m.
in Room 304.

for

Mr. Herbert Friedmark of the
Professional Development Bureau
of the American Institute of CP A's,
wil). be the guest speaker at our
next meeting, November 2, in the
Marble Lounge of the Student Cen
ter at 10 :00 p.m. Mr. Friedmark
will speak on "Careers in Account
ing." i
The Tax Session of the Account
ing Society will meet in the l\•1'arble
Lounge at 8:30. Refreshments will
be served.

Latin Music

Interested in Latin Music? Like
to dance to it or listen to it? That's
all you need to be a member of
the newest· swingin'est club on our
venerable campus, The Baruch Latin Society. We will feature not
only records but live tapes as well,
taken as they were played. Come
listen, come swing ...but come.

Politics'

O n Monday, November 7, 1966,
Playrads faculty advisor John
Sillings will address the group on
the origins of the theatre. Going
to see a play several thousand
years ago wasn't anything like it

Karate

SAM

_____

-�--__::...........

Mr. McWright lectures
Or:i the Negro Theatre

•nate ones, in the Oak Lounge of
the Student Center. Meetings start
at 8 :30 a11.d generally last about
The Newman Club wil !hold its an hour. This newspaper will usual
monthly first Friday Mass, Novem ly carry details of the meetings.
ber 4, at 6 p.m. It will be held at They're worth looking for!
CCNY Day Session Newman Club
Is there such a thing as
House, 110 E. 23rd St. Suite 402.
Negro theatre? Mr. Bruce
f'
Dinner follows at the Colonial Res
Mc Wright, a irraduate o
taurant. The scene shifts to the
Yale Law School and Howard
Baruch Student Center at 7 :30, Fr.
On Monday, October 31, at 8:30
Andrew Ansboro will speak on Love u.m. in Room 403 of the Student University will explode sev�
and Marriage. This most certain Center, the Democratic Club will eral myths on the subject at
ly is a popular topic among eve convene. Several programs of ma tonight' s. Playrads meeting at
ning session students. All students jor importance will be discussed.
of the school should come and ex All students interested in any 10 :00 in the Marble Lounge.
press their opinions at' this meet aspects of government and politics Mr. McWright is the judge for
ing. Father Ansboro will be most are urged to attend. Refreshments student juries at Yale and has
happy to answer all questions from will be served. Nov. 8 is an im had many articles published
the audience.
leading
law
journals
portant date, so join the College in
Newman offers you the oppor Young Dems and don't be late.
throughout the' country.
tunity to meet new �riends. Mem
Preparations
are
going
ahead for
bers eJ?joy an ,active social, reli
the Playrads spectacular, "Playraqs
gious and educational extracur
presents
Playrads."
This
evening
cular life with us. Be a noncon
of drama, comedy, song, and dance
formist! Be a Joiner.
A successful meeting was · held will take place in November on a
last Friday, where we saw a self date to be announced. Anyone with
defense demonstrations by Sensei a special talent, whether it be
Gotay, 3rd Degree Black Belt telling jokes, presenting a mono
S. A.M. is the Society for the Karate. Psychological aspects of logue, or hog-calling, is invited to
Management. self defense were also discussed. participate.Simply\ attend tonight's
of
Advancement
Ever hear of it? You should have "The club meets on Fridays at 8:30 meeting or next week's meeting p.m. Room 205, Student Center. or both - where further details
if you're a management major.
The Society for the Advance- There will be future speakers from will be announced.
ment of Management is a profes- the various exotic styles of self de
sional SO!!iety of managers and fense. Beware! Be prepared!
those who aspire to management 1 _____________
positions. The Evening Division
RECTION: In last week's ' REPORTER OFFIC E H OURS
here at Baruch has its own stude}lt
·COR
chapter of S. A.M. and all Baruch issue a picture on page three was
Monday thru Thursday
students are invited to join. For identified as that of Conrad Sump,
5:00 _ U:OO
speaker of last week's Playrads
management majors, it's a must!
The Baruch Evening Session Stu- meeting. Actually it was a picture
Room 420
Student Center
speaker
McWright,
Bruce
Mr.
of
dent Chapter of S.A,M.holds meetings on Thursdays, usually alter- at this week's Playrads meeting.

Newman

___

:___

MR. B
RUCE M cWRIGHT
is today, yet today's theatre , can
,trace many of its present practices
back to the Greeks and beyond. As
those who know Mr. Sillings will·
attest, his talks are always guaranteed to be interesting, infoi:mative, �ucat!onal, and entertai�ng.

:.::::.:;::=::.:
____________ __ , ============::'...'..-=--:.2-=::.=:.:;:,:,,:=�=-=:..::.::_

___;_

---,--

P.i Sigma Epsi/on Opens·
Doors for Student Body

For the first time in its history
at CCNY, Pi Sigma Epsilon, the
National Marketing Fraternity, has
opened its doors to the student
body, and extends an invitation to
all persons interested 'in attending
any or all of its meetings.
Several meetings are being pre
sented jointly with the �ii=ch
School's ·own Marketing Society in
an effort to bring a·series of inter
esting and informative guest speak
ers and programs to those inter
ested in marketing.
The first of twlilve meetings
scheduled for the fall and spring

semesters was held in the Alex
ander Retailing Wing, Room 1220.
Format for the initial program
consisted of a slide film and taped
narrative entitled "Clothes Make
the Man - More Money!" Inter
esting - and sometimes amusing
- the film gave examples of pro
per and and improper dress, anci
the effect it can create in the busi
ness community:
Highlight of the meeting was
the recreation of an actual sales
presentation '·-used · by Newsweek
Magazine in its effort to obtain
the Norfolk and Western Railroad
advertising 'account. The presenta
tion was made' by M1'.;-· Cliarles
1
, Kenne.dy, Sal�s 'Repl'esen'.tative for
Newsweek, a'nd was followed by an
ACCOUNTING 101 & 102 informal question and answer peReasonable Rates
riod.
-, '
call MR. SCHWARTZ at·
. A''.�ult schedu\e of coming. meet
mgs ls po:;;ted permanently m the
BA 5-5376 10-4 weekdays
Student Center.

'TU To· RING

O·
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Free yourself from shaving's tyranny with the new
Norelco Tripleheader Speedshaver 35T. It has more
features thcin any other shaver on the market. 18 rotary
blades whip away whiskers at 77 miles an hour! And
so close, we dare to match shaves with a blade. Yet
comfortable. Rotary blades and very thin Microgroove
floating heads can't nick or cut. With pop-up trimmer,
on/ off switch, 110/220 volts and coil cord, this new
Norelco gives you all you need to ban the beard!

o
t-1ote\c
t
'i,is'9.e S�Qo/o
0
t
e
)�lltc" � � n el \�iote·
1
\1
Eyes right for the economically
" �(l\)\ ".1 et \)e\
priced 'Flip-Top' Speedshaver® 20. Two heads
C: \s\\ S
e\)
'-'(\\1
n

� l\el))

{\

.. et
\(\S\I

t,'

give you the famous rotary blade shave,
Easy flip-top cleaning too.

'

J¼,eko the fast, close, comfortable electric shtJve

FOR DAY SESSION STUDENTS• EVENING S-ESSION STUDENTS
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND COLLEGE GRADUATES
COLLEGE POWER serves the specific needs of all college stu
dents and graduates and a great variety of employers.
The pay is good, and the opportunities open the doors to full
time permanent careers or summer and other vacation jobs.
NEVER A FEE TO PAY
•
Call today 244-8774
Convenient Mid-town Location
COLLEGE POWER Inc;
20 West 43 Street, New York, New Yorfl 10036
waiter t: Kelly, President.

·
M

8
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© 1966 North American Philips Comp�y, Inc.• 100 East 42nd Street. New York, New York 10017

temporary
part & full
time JO·BS
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Although our age of computers and sputniks
strongly emphasizes scientific and business admin
istration education, business leaders are aware
that a Liberal arts education is the sine
qua non for the harmonious growth of one's per
sonality, and a necessity for an individual to
master his environment. Accordingly, The Consti
tution and Standards for membership in the
American Association of Collegiate Schools of Bus
iness requires that at last 40 per cent of the total
credits required for the bachelor's degree must
be taken in subjects other than business and eco
nomics.
As matters stand, it is clear, that only an in
dependent college can provide a proper liberal arts
and science education for its students.
There cannot be future growth for Baruch
School when the De])artments of Student Life
and Student Services at the School, which are
part of the School of Liberal Arts, are completely
dependent on the Uptown Campus.
Extra-curricular activities, counseling and
testing, financial aid, placement, · foreign stu
dents counseling, veterans advisory services, and
health services are integral parts of Baruch
School's life. Only an independent college can give
close assistance in these fields.
There cannot be further growth for Banich
School when it does not have local authority over
building and maintenance. And classrooms with
their shabby and. decayed walls, gloomy lights,
ancient and dirty seats, with poor heating· sys
tems and an absence of air conditioning continue
to depress the morale of both instructors and stu
dents.
There can be no growth without independ
ence. In the light of this evidence, The Reporter
firmly advocates that our school become auto
nomous. The pathway toward independence is
long, but autonomy is patently preferable to the
status ,quo of the school or its relocation to the
Uptown campus.
Last Friday the faculty received the long await1ed Report on· The Future of Baruch School. The
authors, after carefully considering the various
alternatives, come to the conclusion that "the in
terests of our students and the City of New York
will best be served by an autonomous college."
This Friday the faculty of Baruch School will
meet to take action on the Report. We ul'ge all
members to vote in favor of separation. We whole
heartly -agree that Baruch is "ready to assume
the full responsibility of a mature ood adult mem
'ber of the City University of New York."

pendent college, is in a position to narrow the
gap between the scarce supply and the unlimited
demand for skilled personnel in the business
world. Today, about 90 per cent of the top busi
ness leaders have college degrees. It is likely that
in the near future everyone involved in the busi
ness area will need more than one degree. The
era of Vanderbilts, Rockefellers, McCormicks and
Oarnegies belongs· to the distant past.
According to the study: Educating Tomorrow's
Manager - The Business Schools and the Busi
ness Community, made by the Committee for Eco
nomic Development, business cl.egrees rose from
47,600 in 1960 to 65,600 in 1964. Although there
are no official figures available, during the last
two years the number of degrees granted has in
Excerpts from the report on
creased considerably. To keep up with the vora
The Future of Baruch School
cious demand for business school graduates new
Introduction
business colleges must be formed and existing
The Faculty of the Baruch School of Business
ones expanded.
The relationship between Baruch School and and Public· Administration of The City College
the City College is one of inequality. In 1962 the of the City University of New York, after detailed
Cottrell Report said: "Administrative responsi study and discussion, believe that the time has
bility for all faculty except those in Accounting come to implement the recommendation made in
and Business Administration Departments. at the 1962 by Donald P. Cottrell, Dean of the College
Baruch School rests with the respective heads of ::>f Education of Ohio State University, and J. L.
departments at the City College uptown campus. Heskett, Assistant Professor of Business Organ
In terms of control, the department chairmen up ization, College of Commerce and Administration,
town have the power to assign personnel to Ba Ohio State University. Their conclusion, based on
ruch School. The majority of the members of a most exhaustive investigation conducted on be
Appointments and Promotions Committees are half of the City University, is embodied in an
located uptown . . . the administration of the 86-page report entitled "Education for Business
School is not consulted on matters pertaining to in the City University of New York," and sub
every appointment and promotion uptown, even titled "A Study of the Role and Needs of the
though such actions may have a direct or indirect Bernard M. Baruch School of Business and Pub
effect on the School's future." In the light of those lic Administration in Relation to the Four Col
circumstances the authors of the Report thaught leges of the University." Events since March 1962,
that the only solution for Baruch was to become when the report was published, confirm the wis
independent. In fact they explicitly recommended: dom of the conclusion - indeed, the urgency of
"The current Baruch School should be elevated to implementing it.
Concretely, the study (generally referred to as
the status of a College of the University."
There cannot be complete growth for our School the Cottrell Report) recommends the following:
when most Liberal Arts faculty members as
In the past, the Baruch Schqol has served in the ca
pacity of business school to The City College, with
signed to Baruch have a lower academic status.
an
area of self-determination limited practically to
The departments of science and liberal arts are
matters of faculty and cmTiculum. In this respect, it
a dramatic example of personnel turnover. It is
has can:ied the designation of "school" whlle admin
tragically true that the liberal arts teachers at
istered and organized much as a "department" on the
typical college or university campus.For purposes of
the downtown center have no role whatsoever in
improving administrative channels, it now seems nec
a department located too far from the school. In
essary to sever the School's administrative ties with
addition, since all the policy-making officers are
The City College and create a College of Business
located at the Uptown center, Uptown receives
and Public Administration from the current School.
the best attention while the Baruch School is al
The new College would be headed by a President di
rectly responsible to the Board of Higher Education.
most neglected.
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Origins and Purposes
The ori!cins of the Baruch School go back to
the year 1916, when The City College introduced
its first course c,f study leading to a diploma in
Business. In 1919, a School of Business and Civic
Administration was created as a distinct entity
within The City College, to provide instructi0n
in accountancy and other subjects related to busi
ness and civic administration, with a separate
Dean and Faculty.
A Changing Mission
American higher education is now in a period
of fundamental challenge and change. All of its
branches - liberal arts, professional and tech
nological - have been forced by the transforma
tion of our society, the population explosion, the
automation revolution, and the new nature of
knowledge itself, to re-examine basic premises.
The critical studies conducted by the Ford Foun
dation, the Carnegie Corporation of New York,
and the Committee for Economic Development
have attracted widespread public attention, es
pecially in the highest circles of the business com
munity.
One of the major reasons for this kind of study
has been the tremendous change in the nature of
business itself. The growing crisis · in the urban
communities of America has made it mandatory
that new attention be given to the problems of
public administration at all levels i'.n terms of
both instruction and research. The City of New
York is itself a prime example of the new need.
Obviously, the mission of the Baruch School is
substantially affected by the current develop
ments. The response to the new needs will have
to take new form in both curriculum content and
the organizational structure of the School.
The dramatic changes in our national and
municipal environment, were elo([uently described
by Chancellor Albert H. Bowker in 1964, in his
inaugural address entitled most apprepriately, "A
Univ.ersity Adapts To Its Environment." He said:
All educators and public officials know that there are
more young people than there used to be. Graduates
of hlgh schools both public and private in New York
City numbered about 65 thousand in the early sixties,
will average about 82 thousand in the next three or
four years, reaching 85 thousand in the early seventies
and 95 thousand in the last years of the seventies. An
enormous number of new places must be created in
higher education just to keep up on a proportionate
basis ...In this day and age, 'just keeping up on a
proportionate basis' would be a retrogressive move
indeed, for the �ain characteristic of our complex mod
ern society is tlie demand for highly trained special
ists. (Emphasis ours.)

As the Cottrell Report states, "The Baruch School
is, and will continue to be, a major supplier of
talent to the growing 'industries' of New _York
City." The faculty of the Baruch Sch0ol be
lieves that only an autonomous C0llege of Busi
ness and Public Administration, under the aegis
of the City University of New York, can meet the
escalating needs of New York for professional
and specialized personnel.
Failure to keep up with such a demand for busi
ness school graduates can have serious conse
quences for a national ec0nomy. This has been
evidenced in the plight of the British economy
which, while troubled by a great many factors,
has suffered singularly from a lack of properly
trained managerial personnel.
The changes now taking place in our own
industrialized society underscore the magnitude
of the new burden that must be carried by our
schools of business and, within the framework
of New York City's needs, by the Baruch School.
If that challenge is to be successfully met, the
organizational structure of the Baruch School,
its relationship to the business community, its
ties with the City University, must be such as
to facilitate growth and progress. A challenge pf
such importance cannot be met if the function is
treated as ancillary to another segment of the
City University. Structurally, it must have the
solidity of an autonomous unit within the Uni
versity, the flexibility that comes from self-de
termination, and the responsiveness to its consti
tuents's needs that de1ives from independence.
In both' administration and curriculum, it must
have the right to govern itself in accordance with
the high standards of education embodied in the
policies of the City University,
In so doing, the School must be free to main
tain a sound balance between two branches of
learning - a liberal arts program and a profes
sional program. In recent years, all American
educators have been concerned with the develop-
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ment of a proper relationship between broad con
ceptual learning, as represented by the liberal
arts, and the specialized learning provided by the
various professional schools.
The Baruch School has adopted as its criterion
tha,t, of a total of 128 credits needed for the
Bachelor's degree,. at least half are to be devoted
to what is described as the cultural base, consist
ing of liberal arts subjects.
The Faculty believes that the integration of
the cultural base with the specialized courses can
best be served by centralizing authority in an
autonomous College, rather than by dividing re
sponsibility with a non-resident authority. The
need for unifying administrative and Faculty
responsibility has been elaborated in the Cottrell
Report.
Among the many obligations that the people
0f New York have asked the City University to
carry is the challenge of meeting the needs of
those many students
who want to prepare for a business career - and who
also want a general college education - [but] will
be unable to give fom· years to undergraduate non
business studies and two years to graduate business
studies; their universities will have to find ways of
reconciling these objectives in the time availabte.
An autonomous Baruch School is, in the judg
ment of the Faculty, the soundest answer that
the City University·can provide in this area.The
present period of rapid change and high fluidity
is the most opportune time to effect the neces
sary structural changes.
A unified Faculty can fashion and legislate a
urriculum that will insure continued sensitivity
to the needs of the students - the varied de
mands, personal as well as professional, cultural
as well as economic, that our strikingly new socie
ty is certain to make upon them in an age of
automation and the computer. Here, once again,
Gh.ancellor Bowker cats to the hearts of the prob
lem by calling for flexibility and a willingness to
move in new directions, as against an unyielding
traditionalist position. He says:
Some argue that [the] phenomenon of shifting bound
aries in higher education is not part of the environ
ment, but that it is within the control of higher
education to do something about it; that it ought
to be resisted and the trend reversed; that a four
year period devoted to liberal arts should remain in
violate at both the lower and higher boundary.

1c

The main thrust of the City University's in
volvement in the field of public administration
should be directed toward strengthening the Ba
rach School as the University's center of educa- •
tion for public service. Such action is recom
mended for the following reasons:
The Baruch School is the only unit of the
City University currently authorized to award the
Master's degree in Public Administration.
The Baruch School program is a current and
on-going program, approved by the New York
State Education Department.
The Baruch School is recognized in public ad
ministration circles as the City University's school
:lior study in public administration.It is the only
sub-division of the City University represented
in the Council on Graduate Education of the Amer
ican Society for Public Administration.
The use of scarce City University funds to
strengthen the staff and library resources of an
existing program is more logical than fragment
ing the University's contrcibution by establishing
small programs at several of the constituent col
leges.
The separation of the Baruch School from the
City College would represent an opportune time
for the leadership of the City University, _i_n con
cert with the responsible heads of the new Baruch
College, to build an outstanding Center for Pub
lic Administration.
Thus, the City University has additional op
portunities to realize the vision of a great and
growino- institution presented by ChanceI!or Bow
ker. Al;eady, layers of growth are visible in the
expansion of the Baruch School's Graduate Divi
sion and its successful launching of the doctoral
progra:rp. in business.

1

Present Academic Standing of the
Baruch School

Recornition as an autonomous college within
the Cit; University is an honor not lightly grant
ed to an institution. To be worthy, it must dem
onstrate that it maintains high standards and pos
sesses the potential for growth needed to meet the
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challenges that lie ahead. Baruch School alumni electives. So, too, with Psychology, where our
rate their courses as above average to superior. specialization in Industrial Psychology offers
great opportunities for scholarship and research.
CuITent Administrative Problems
The professional departments also have a vital
Under the present structure, ultimate adminis- interest in strengthening the contribution of the
trative authority over the Baruch School rests liberal arts departments to the work of our pro
with administrators located on the Uptown cam- fessional school. Unfortunately, the present struc-
pus. As matters stand, progTess at the Baruch ture and the exercise of obsentee authority in
School is hampered by the need to divide the some of the departments hamper progress.
avaiiable limited resources of City College beCurriculum reform now has top priority at the
tw�en a major center, focussed on the liberal arts Baruch SchooL Autonomy would make possible
and science, and a Downtown center. It is inevi- the preconditions needed for successful innova
table that the Uptown center should receive max- tion: the development of a faculty in' all fields
imum attention from the officers of the College
with a sense of freedom to act, a desire for
who are resident there.
continuity of service, and the awareness that as
The Cottrell Report, which is the most exten- members of an independent college they have ev
sive study yet made of the Baruch School, refers ery opportunity to experiment in both education
to the problem of "a?�nis�ration in abs�tia" as and research under the direct supervision of ad,
the cause of many difficulties. It emphasizes par- ministrators vested with power to make definitive
ticularly the debBitati�� effe�ts on the J;a_c�lty. r decisions.
The problem of admmistrative respons1bihty for
..
. ·c es.
Ad
faculty has' been most· serious in the liberal arts
. numstrat·ion f Stud_en,t personnel servi
I
generally
acce��ed m contemporary ed'!-ca
is
�
and science departments. Under the present structure these departments are necessarily centered twnal �he�ry . that st�dent person�el se�ces
Uptown with only small service units at Baruch. are an mtrmsic_ element m the e1,ucational phllos
Some :faculty members at the Baruch School who ophy an� practice of the college. . .
The City College table of _orgaruzat10n treats
teach in these departments feel that their profes
sional future lies Uptown. Most advanced courses the Department of St�dent Life _ and_ the Depa�
are offered there, and the faster avenues of m�nt of �t�de. nt Services as umts m_ the Social
Science_ D1vis10n of !he College of L�beral Arts
promotion are usually to be found there.
The administration at the Baruch School has and Science. Theoretically, the educat10nal work,
personnel
and budg�ts_ of t�ese_ t�o ?e�artments
only an indirect and generally ineffective influence
over the staffing of important areas of study.. c0me under the admmistr_ative Junsdict10n �f the
The result is that acuity assigned to Baruch come Dean of _the College _ o�. Liberal Ar:ts and �cience.
In practice, responsib1hty for pohcy-makmg and
coordinating· of activities is carried by the Dean
of Student and a Student Personnel Coordinating
Committee.
The signal fact is that the Departments of
Student Life and Student Services at the Baruch
School are organizationally a part of the School
of Liberal Arts and flnction, like all other liberal
arts departments at Baruch, as "service units"
wit hultimate departmental authority residing on
the Uptown campus.
Administrative problems arise because the nat
ure of the student personnel work performed by
the Department of Student Life and Student
Services at Baruch demand the closest conceiv
able relationship with the administration of the
total downtown school. This becomes immediately
obvious when one considers that these two de
partments deal with: co-curricular student activ
ities, counseling and testing, discipline, financial
· aid, placement, special programs for student
orientation, study habits and skills, remedial read
ing, foreign students, veterans advisory services,
and health services.These functions are so perva
Dean Emmanuel Saxe, Leader of Baruch Independence sives that they penetrate every aspect of the Baruch School's life.
In all areas, opportunities for service to stu
from the lower academic ranks, usµally in non
dents are lost because of the dispersal of records
tenure status.
Nevertheless, the lack of control over the fac in two locations, the loss of time on the part of
tors that influence turnover presents a constant personnel who must attend all-College meetings
threat to the quality and consistency of offerings Uptown, friction arising from divided loyalties to
in these areas. There is a keen sense among lib separate schools, and disparate working schedules,
eral arts per-sonnel that they are viewed in their conditions and job loads that arouse animosities.
departments, which are centered uptown, as hav
Custodial Adntinistration. Another major prob
ing been consigned to an academic Siberia.
lem at the Baruch School .has been the lack of
It is the judgment of the Baruch School Fac local authority over building and maintenance. The
ulty, including a considerable majority of those compulsion to refer decisions in such matters to
in the liberal arts and science departments, that an authority located at another campus has re
an autonomous Baruch College would strengthen sulted in serious interference with the educational
the teaching of the liberal arts and science sub process.
jects. It would make possible a Faculty oriented
The operating heads in the various branches of
to the work of the Baruch School and would sub maintenance are located at the Uptown campus.
stantially reduce the problem of turnover. De President Buell G. Gallagher has frankly admitted
partments like English and History, which have to the Baruch faculty that, under the present set
been the outstanding examples of turnover, would up, the Uptown Center, whose physical needs are
be able. to recruit and retain personnel on the also pressing, will continue to enjoy the higher
basis that tenure and promotion would be within priority.
the control of the Baruch College. The Romance
It should be noted that the theoretical organ
Language Department, which, has only one assist izational structure of the Department of Build
ant professor, would be able to· hold out the prom ings and Grounds calls for an Assistant Super
ise of advancement to newcomers.
intendent to be in charge of overall custodial and
The Baruch School Faculty does not assume maintenance work at Baruch. Since the College
that a · change to autonomous status would re has always had difficulty in filling this position,
solve all the problems in these areas. Neverthe there is only one Assistant Superintendent on the
less, it will be able to offer the prospect of locally Uptown campus, and the top supervisor at the
controlled advancement in rank and eliminate the Baruch School is only a Senior Stationary En
pressure on teachers to migrate Uptown.
gineer. It is inescapable, then, that the main
As an autonomous college the Baruch School tenance needs of the Baruch School will be subor
will be able to experiment freely and creatively dinated to Uptown needs, resulting in an accelerat
with the teaching of liberal arts and science sub ing process of deterioration.
jects.In some fields, as in Political Science, it
The result is that the plant of the Baruch
will continue to offer its specialization·, thus per School is run in a manner that is far from busi�
mitting the teaching of advanced courses and ness-like and in direct contradiction to the man-

°
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agerial principles taught in the School. Instruc conveys to its students. Transforming the Baruch
tion is impaired. Relations with the business com School into an upper-division college would destroy
munity are damaged. Students develop negative this important aspect of its identity. One of the
attitudes. The student newspapers, in both Day major purposes of collegiate education in business
arid EVening Sessions, have waged sustained cam is the development, in executive and managerial
·paigns of publicity on such matters as broken ranks, of "the whole person" - the individual
Windows left unrepaired, and paint peeling from who sees the relationship between his skills and
. walls and ceiling�. Such appeals for action, ad the mainstream, of human culture, and who sees
dressed to on-campus authorities, can only be re his business as part of a total society.
ferred, under present circumstances, to the Build
Practical as well as theoretical considerations
ings and <kounds Department on the uptown justify the maintenance of a four-year, combined
only
have
liberal
arts and professional program. Resorting
representatives
lo�!
its
since
campus,
to an upper-division college would impose on the
limited authority.
. The administrative delay in maintenance is liberal arts and science schools of the City Uni
doubly serious because it compounds a situation versity permanent responsibility for providing
already aggravated by "problems of building size, academic housing for an additional 3,000 full-time
layout, vertical transportation and construction." undergraduates, plus thousands of evening session students.
The Alternatives
Proposed Structure for the Baruch College
An Autonomous College. The overwhelming sen
Establishment of the Baruch School as an in
timent among the members of the instructional
staff of the Baruch School, as has been indicated dependent college within the City University would
above, favors conversion to an autonomous Baruch necessarily require substantial changes. If au. College. This conclusion was reached after due thorized, the ·faculty would naturally wish the
examination and rejection of the other available opportunity to explore all feasible· organizational
choices. It is appropriate to present here a b'rief relationships that would further efficiency and
discussion of these alternatives and the reasons enhance the level of insfruction in the liberal arts
content, in business and in public administration.
fpr their rejection.
At present,'the Baruch School Faculty has com. Maintenance of the Status Quo. Explicit in the
d,etailed discussion abo:ve of "Current Administra- paratively little repr�sentation from _ the liberal
tive Problems" is the evidence that the present arts staff who function through their own de
structure is undesirable. Administration of faculty partmental machinery and representatives located
and curriculum, student personnel services, and -Uptow:r_i. With the creation of an independent col
by ab- )ege, hberal arts teachers would be r�pr_esented
, custodial care are all seriously damaged
·
m .the Baruch Faculty on the same pnnc1ples as
sentee control.
the professional departments.
'Removal to the Uptown Campus. It is conceivDivisional and Departmental .Structure. For ad
able that the Baruch School could be moved to
the Uptown Campus, with a new building for the ministrati:7e pu�pose_s _ t �e Coll�g_e . would operate
teaching of the business and public administration on the �3:s1s of _ fr�� d1v1s1ons: Divis�on of Art_s and
curriculum and ·the .housing of Baruch students . .Jiumaruties, Dw1s10n of Mathematic and Science,
in the College of Liberal Arts and "Science where
they would pursue''their' liberal arts courses. It is
the judgment of the Baruch faculty that such a
step would be disadventageous to both the School
of Business and the College of Liberal Arts and
. ,..
Science.
' Loss of intimate contact with the business com
munity would result. It has become almost ax1.omatic in collegiate �ducation for business that
the most effective_ ge0graphical location is in the
community's
busin�s 1cehter.
''.
.
. The impact on faculty, especially in the Grad
be
would
uate Division and the Evening Session,
,
most serious. Schools of business and public ad
ministration, unlike· schools of arts and sciences,.
are, considera,l;>ly st;vengtliened by the use of ad
directly from the world of
jJ1nct faculty drar,n,.
' '·
practice.
: ,The part-tirri� ''¢,o-op work prog?::1¥QS _through
which students receive interneship ,training in
business would be handicapped by the need to
Dean David Newton, Member of Faculty Committee
move back and .forth between the Uptown campus and work locations.
Those whose. objective is solely a liberal arts Division of Behavioral Sciences, Division of Pro
education would also b,e disadvantaged if the two fessional Studies, Division of Student Personnel
:schools were mergJd for purposes' of liberal arts Services. Each of the existing departments at the
instruction. Th_er1:J;(�lready a problem of inade Baruch School would be given an opportunity to
vote on which of the divisions it preferred to join.
·quate space on the Uptown campus.
' Our own City University is ,apparently thinking Divisional Committees on Faculty Personnel and
in the same direction. Current moves to separate Budget would be constituted within their respec
the Manhattan and Bronx campuses of Hunter tive areas. An over-all Faculty Committee would
College originate in the same kind of approach. be established, with appropriately weighted rep
There is a growing awareness that administrative resentation and authority.
Tenure. The transition from the Baruch School
problems can be better resolved through separate
institutions which offer a more reasonable hope to to an autonomous college will raise problems of
students that individual identity can be better tenure that require careful study and decision.
Under existing procedures, the following principles
served.
· Queens College has sought to reduce the space would be appropriate: (1) Members of the Up
pressure on its liberal arts classes by phasing out town departments would, of course, be given the
its program in accounting. Indeed, it would seem opportunity to exercise their tenure and could elect
that other liberal arts colleges in the City Uni to remain with The City College, or could choose
versity could also gain from a similar policy and to join the faculty of the new Baruch College.
should likewise turn their accounting programs (2) All members of the Baruch faculty who re
main with the Baruch College would retain their
back to the Baruch School.
· An Upper-Division College. Another proposed rights as of the date of their original tenure in
alternative is the establishment ·of the Baruch The City College. A special Board of Higher Edu
School as an upper-division college, separate and cation resolution may be necessary to implement
apart from The City College. Presumably, stu these principles, as was the case when the Depart
dents would take two years of liberal arts work ment of Economics and Finance became independ
at City College or other colleges of the City Uni ent of the Uptown department.
Administrative Officers. The establishment of
v.ersity and would then transfer to the Baruch
College for their junior and senior years. Such the Bamch College will require the filling of vru:i
ous newly created executive and business man
a program, it seems to us, would be inadvisable.
An important aspect of the Baruch School's agement posts, such as President, Dean of Adinin
istration, Business Manager, Registrar, etc.
unity
character, as historically constituted, is the
Miscellaneous. The new structure can be as flexof the business and liberal arts culture that it
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ible as that of any College within the City Uni
versity. A number of miscellaneous items will un
doubtedly require specific decisions, but none of
them appears to be too complex for solution.
For example, it may be necessary to re-define
the relationship of Baruch to the School of Educa
tion, some of whose activities at the present time
are housed in the Downtown center. The Baruch
College would continue to of.fer instruction to stu
dents enrolled in The City College School of Edu
cation as heretofore, and physical facilities can
continue to be supplied. If two separate College
entities are involved, Baruch students taking
courses in business education could be enrolled as
permit students, as is now done in all colleges of
the City University.
Estimate of Additional Initial Annual Costs
In order that there may be a clear understand
ing of all the factors, an effort has been made to
analyze and estimate the additional annual costs
that would result initially from the creation of an
independent Baruch College. It is possible that
some portion of the cost might be transfe1Ted,
together with the corresponding personnel, from
the budget of the Uptown center.
I - Administration
A - Executive ................................
B - Business Management ............
C - Registration and Admittance
II - Day Session
A - Educational Administration ..
B - Instructional Staff ................
B - Laboratory Staff ....................
D - Medical Staff ..........................
III - Graduate Division ........................
IV - Evening and Extension Division ..
V - Summer Session ................................
VI - Library Service ............................. .
VII - Buildings and Grounds ................

$ 93,500
202,200
73,000
133,500
90,000
19,500
8,000
16,500
10,000
4,000
78,500
$109,500

Total ........................................................ $838,200
III - Other Than Personal Service
Transfer of our proportionate shares
of total culTent OPS allotments in all
budgeting categories
(To be ascerta.ined)
Conclusion
This statement has addressed itself to the
most crucial issues affecting the future of the
Baruch School whose mission ranges from the
baccalaureate to the· doctoral degrees. No such
d9cument can hope to answer all the problems;
but we believe that the central questions have
been squarely faced and that the weight of the
answers lies heavily in the direction of autonomy.
We are aware that on each of the issues some
valid arguments exist for other solutions than
we have proposed. On balance, however, we be
lieve that the most fruitful ·course of action is
separation.
We are well aware, for example, that to travel
the path of autonomy means severing our ties
with a cherished institution that represents honor
and prestige in the academic world. As in the
case of Brooklyn College and Queens College, it
will be a challenging endeavor to bring to the name
of the Baruch College the lustre that surrounds
the name of The City College. Fortunately, the
history of the Baruch School and its membership
in the City University provide an initial base of
esteem in the community. Our very antecedents
- the discipline in which the Baruch School has
been nurtured, the example of excellence set for
us by our parent College and the training we
have received at its hands - give every reason
to believe that the path of independence is the
surest road to the fulfilment of the mission en
�rusted to us. We rejoice that such an opportunity
could be created under the respected aegis of the
City University.
It is generally recognized that the Baruch
School, operating within the limitations of its af
filiation with the distant campus of City College,
has acquitted itself well. The obstacles inherent
in the status quo, however, grow more serious in
this period of challenge that lies ahead for the
City University as a whole. Despite the close bonds
of affection that we have for The City College and
its administrators, we are firmly convinced that
the interests of our students and of the City of
New York will best be served by an autonomous
College. We believe we are ready to assume the
full responsibility of a mature and adult mem
ber of the City University of New York.

T HE
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REP O R TER

New Tax Rules on Educational Expense Deductions

should be of interest to many
By WILLIAM C. FUNKE
. . . The I�ternal Revenue E.S. students - those who
s to aid them
Service giveth and th\, Inter- ?-re ta½in� course
nal Revenue Service taketh m their Jobs.
The I.RS. presently limits the
away, and, sometimes, it giv- deductability
educational exeth back." So saith the New penses to thoseofcourses
which mere
York Times in an article that ly aid the student in his present

job. It wanted to stiffen the al
ready stiff requirements, but in a
storm of protest, and outright hos
tility, it authorized new proposals
on October 1.
Under the new rules, the basic
'qualification is still effectaul on
general education, i.e., one cannot
deduct expenses for courses which

Here's two great gift suggestions
for you a.nd your family
tQ enioy all year round:

a) 12 months of Reader's Digest at the special college
rate of $1.50 !reg. sub. rate $2.97; single c:opies $4,201
b) Reader's Digest 1967 Almanac - World's largest
selling - only $1.75

head in high school would be de
ductable, since it is generally felt
that duties and pay are not ap-\
preciably affected. At a college,
level, however, such a move would
not be deductible.
Teachers andE.S. students aren't,
the only ones- affected. Many E.s::
students who.. ;already have one or·
more degre�s are taking profess
sional- courses in management, ·ac�·;
counting, and marketing. These;
would be deductible• if, for exam;pl;,'
a lay.ryer were taking Accounting.
and RealEstate courses to aid him
in taxatiim an'd estate problems fo
his· practice, · or towards obtaining
a broker's or C.P.A. license. But· -a·
gang . boss taking a manag.emenl:i
course to become a shop foreman
would not be deductible.
Naturally, most courses .I.re in
dividual and cannot be ascribed· to
any set ·pattein. But if you're wo:ri.-,
deHng what 'to deduct or what not;
to de.duct, the best general advice'
theI.RS. is willing to give is this:·
if you must take the course to re-!
main efficient in your present job
- then and only then is it de�·.
·1
'
ductible.
These rules are, at present, oniy
proposals. A hearing set for the
latter part of November will de-·
termine the outcome. Those inter-·
ested enough to pass comment on
them can write to the Commission
of Internal Revenue, ATTN: CC;;
Ir. T, Washington, D.C. 20224 ·be-;
fore Noveember 3.

lead to a promotion, a new job, or
a new field of interest; the course
must lead towards. improving one's
present skills. It's easy to see how
this rule can be misinterpreted.
·one liberalization not presently
allowed would be what a teacher
may get as a. deduction for courses
leading to a Master's degree, even
if the school required it. At ,pres
ent, teachers acquiring "new skills"
are ruled undeductable. But under
the new proposals, a teacher's shift
from elementary to secondary
teaching, to a new subject, or to
guidance counselling would be al
lowable. A promotion to principal,
however, would not be. On the other
hand, a promotion to department

Order NOW in time for the holidays. Fill in and mail coupon.
We send gilt card. Make check payable to Gift Tree.

l

�FT TREE
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 142, COOPER STATION P.O.
I NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10003
I Please send to:

I
I

NAME

-j

' - - - - Dear Sirs:
I've enclosed:
D $ I 50 for 12 months o.f Reader's I
·
Di�est
D $1.75 for the 1967 Reader's Digest
Almanac
D $3.25 for both
I
(Make check payable to Gift Tree)

I

I

ZIP
ADDRESS
I Gift card to read from:......
�S�dnocard ________________

I

,

1

_j

.Two Tournaments.

ON CAMA£CLA�StC:

Sf�ETcH LEV(S�

... when you let Cliff's Notes
be your guide. Cliff's Notes
. explain most of Shakespeare's
o
i
d
g
����:. �;���� ��:! i1�i�;� NC��;; •·'
g ives you an expert sc ene:bye u
d
\ !�:�y si!. 1��f��t!�. yocuh/i����� ..

CUT LEAN ANO

LANkV

i

t/:\t;, .:-:::;:-;; ''

���:� ;_g
Notes cover
more than 125.
m ajor play s an
d
novel s. Use
them to earn
better grades in
all your l itera
ture courses.

G11®TI'ili@
cuou,u

125 Titles in all -among
them these favorites:

Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet Letter • Tale
of Two_ Cities • Moby Dick• Return of the
Native • The Odyssey • Julius Caesar •
Crime and Punishme-nt • The Iliad• Great
Expectations • Huckleberry Finn • King
Henry IV Part I • Wuthering Heights• King
Lear • Pride and Prejudice • Lord Jim •
Othello • Gulliver's Travels • Lord of
the Flies 1

$1 at your bookseller
� orwrite:

WITH

-LCliff��Nfite&.

DUPONT NYLON
FOR FIT
THAT.U:ONT
STRETCH OUT.'

11

DU PONT NYLON.
STRETCH LEVI'S* SHOWN: 75 % COTTON, 25 %navy.
About $5.98 in sarid, loden, black, cactus, faded blue,
.
Du Pont makes fibers, not fabrics or cloth1;s
.*Levi Strauss' registered trademark.

I
I
I

�-1:

Better Things for Better Living •• , throu!h Chemistry

I

CLIFF'SNOTES,INC.
BethanyStatlon,Llncoln,Nebr.68505

•

·

1),T!

,

,

(Continued from Page 8)
Other. · home games for City 'are'.
with LIU, -U:psala, Yeshiva,- I>ost;:
Fairle�g;� Dickinson, Rider anq. �t..
.
Francis.,.
.1
After' the Adelphi game, City
meets ·Municipal College riv.al
Brooklyn CoUege. Then on DE\C, .. 9;
with American, Lafayette and:
Rider in the Gove1nor's tourna-'
men,t .. : ·
.
. .. :
The first win for City will give
coach Dave· Polansky' his 100th
�ejlr·win. at the College. Last year
City had a 12.-6 record, Polansky'.s .
best' record and the team's pest·
since 1949-50, when they were 24,5:
!

. :Straw Poll
Tt.f

•

'

Early retb.� fl:om the guberna:�
torial straw·poll sponsored by' the
Evening Session College Yourii'
Democrat, s indicate that the I'l!,Ce is ·
a toss-up. Voting will be c;rucial
during the coming week, This is.th�·
last week that a ballot will ·&ppear'
in The Reporter. ·,,
· J,(' . , ·

.------· -··. :-· -· _____.. _.

I BARUCH STRAW POLI,,
for Governor Is:.
I My Choice
,,
I
I

--Nelson Rockefeller
, Republican

-,

'! ·'

:

--Frank O'Connor
Democrat

--Fi'anklin Roosevelt Jr.
'L iberal

--Paul Adams, Conservative,
Cheek One and Deposit Ballot f
in Ballot .Box in Main Lobby. of I
The Sj;udent Center.

'I

____________!

Have· your n�xt meal_

at

THE DELI-DELITE
G-et a FREE Soda
With this coupon only
"Gramercy Parh Newest and Finest"
36 Lexington Avenue
Fast Deli'leries

·'":{

• -� .i

OR 3-1430

. .,
-1

I
I

I

I
I

.I

·Open till iD:00 every night
______ ._j
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Beavers Dominate Brooklyn, 2-0; Two Tournam.ents Highlight
Nigro, Rhodes Register for City 19-Gam.e Varsity Schedul,e
1

City's varsity basketball team will compete in two tourna
Two axioms about the sport of soccer are - control midfield and keep shooting - and ments and the Tri-State League dming an enlarged 19-game
�.,_____________
you will win. City did both as it posted its second straight shut out in beating Brooklyn schedule this winter.
CblTege, 2-0, at the Kingsmen's Roosevelt Field, Saturday.
Normally City plays 18 games. Yeshiva, Qupeens, Rochester, Hart

Tlie victory evened City's record•
at 3-" 3--1. The Beavers are 2-2-1 in corner but Ruck dove to his left
Met Conference play. Brooklyn, to make the save.
having its worst s�ason, has lo�t
Nigro had a fiustrating day be
all seven games, six of them rn
fore he got his winning goal. He
the league.
was wide on a close shot in the
Despite Cit(s dominance in play, second period, hit the near post
,
the_Beave1:5 didn t get on the score- early in the third and had a line
board until the latter part of the drive shot go right at the goalie
third period. They didn't get the before he finally found the open
corner. He also had a shot hit the
post in the final period.
MET CONFERENCE
Steve Goldman, who continuous
T
L
W
p ly beat his man deep into the left
0 12 corner, had his crossing shot hit
6
0
LIU
8 the far post and bounce out.
1
40
NYU
8
4
1
4
Queens
City's passing attack worked
5
1
2
2
City .College
well. Wilenski and Santiago Fer5
1
2
2
Pratt
rari and Mark Messing controlled
2
0
1
3
C. W. Post
midfield to enable the Beavers to
4
0
0
Adelphi
O keep Brooklyn bottled up in its
6
0
Brooklyn
0
O own territory.
�-----------The shutout was the second for
It was his
insurance goal until six minutes goalie Dave Benishai.
birthday last week and he celefrom the end.
brated by getting shutouts the Sat.
.
Th� pressure that Citf applied
urday before and the Saturday
at rmdf1_eld kept the ball m Brookafter. If a few more players have
lyn territory for most o� the game. birthdays coming up in the next two
Both goals were a direct result
weeks City could have a winning
of the pressure.
season.
Brooklyn tried to clear the ball
B'klyn College
from deep in its territory, but City' College
Ruck
G
Benishai
Max Wilenski intercepted 35 yards Jonke
Rosen
RFB
Kore
LRB
from the endline. He passed to Messing
Kolender
RHB
Wilenski
Mike Nigro on the right wing and Morar
Pin es
CHB
Mollena
LHB
Nigro scored into the far corner of Ferrari
Inc e
OR
Col ella
the net. The time was 14:53 of the Ebel
Kutzen
IR
Newman
CF
Fraga
third period.
Ishmael
IL
Gousis
Davis
OL
The second goal came at 15:40 Goldman
Substitutes: City - Nigro, Papadopou.
of the fourth period with Nigro
Rhoden, Kwalbron, Bezdekian, Gin-
cutting off an attempted clear-out. los
sky, Kronlck. Brooklyn - Schmldek,
He fed to Everett Rhoden whose Kalish, Zingale, A nstack, Washington.
1-2
1
O
O
left-footed kick from 27 yards di City College
O
0--0
O
rectly in front of the goal found Brooklyn Coll ege O
The scoring:
the upper right comer.

Small Named
Rifle Coach

Sergeant Rudolph Small is the
new rifle coach at the College. He
succeeds Sgt. Noah Ball who
coached the team for one full sea
son. Sgt. Ball has been reassigned.
Sgt. Small is a 19-year veteran

�:!'�!'

ford and St. Francis. They will also
meet American University in the
opening round of the Governor's
Classic.
The season opens Dec. 1 at Co
lumbia. The Lions, led by a 7-¼
Dave Newmark, came from behind
in the closing minutes to nip City,
63-57, last year.
The home opener is Dec. 5 with
Adelphi. The game will be played
for the benefit of the Stein Fund.
The fund is used to pay medical
expenses of athletes who are in
jured while competing for the Col
lege. The Adelphi game has a $1
admission charge. All other home
games are free to City College stu
dents upon presentation of their
bursar's receipt.

(Continued on Page 7)

City Runners Finally M-eet Defeat

After winning its first five meets of the season, City's
.cross-country team went down to its first defeat finishing
third in a triangular meet against Central Connecticut and
Iona, at Van Cortlandt Park on Oct. 22.

SGT. RUDOLPH SMALL

of military service. He holds the
Army commendation ribbon, three
Good Conduct Awards, and three
service ribbons for National De
fense, Korean Service and U.N.
Service. He also holds the Sharp
Third period:
14:53 shooters' Badge for the M-1 and
0 ;�� '.wuenskl)
01_wortunities Missed
M-14 rifles.
4
P
15:40
0'b'\i
Sgt. Small recently completed an
City scored only twice, but could
�:
il;"�h,
9
y
assignmente with th'e 24th En13.
Ruclk
1,
ck
l
Kron
,
Saves
goals
Benlshai
other
numerous
added
have
6
:
.
if luck had been with them. City _ co_ r_n e_ r_Kl_ck_s_: _c_1t_y_6,_ _B_ro_okl
_ _yn_l_ __
outshot Brooklyn 46 to 9. Brook
lyn didn't get a shot on goal in the
Soccer Schedule
first period and did,n't get a shot Dec. 1 Columbia
Away
Horne
3 Adelphi
in the four period until the final
Away
7 Brooklyn
minute.
Rider
9 American
Rider
1 10 Rider or Lafayette
City kept corning closer and
Home
13 LIU
closer. Four times Beaver shots
Away
15 Hofstra
Away
17 Bridgeport
had Brooklyn goalie Ed Ruck beat
Home
en· only to hit the goalpost or cross Jan. 7 Upsala
Home
28
Yeshiva
bar. On other occasions it was
Horne
C.W. Post
Ruck who came up was a good Feb. 41 Fairl
Home
e igh-Dickinson
save. He made only 13 stops, but
Away
7 Wagner
Away
11 Rochester
many were on tough plays.
Home
13 Rider
The toughest was the stopping
Away
18 Hartford
Home
22 St. Rrancis
of a penalty shot by Nigro in the
Queens
24 CUNY Semi-Finals
first period. Nigro shot low to the
Queens
25 CUNY Finals

�fi;',

This year the addition of a second
tournament - the Gove1nor's Clas
sic at Rider College in Trenton City will play either a second game
with Rider or Lafayette depending
on the results of the tournament's
opening games.
The Beavers' other tournament
will be the City University Tour
narnente at ·Queens College in late
Febiuary. City won last year's
event.
The Tri-State League schedule
remains the same with City meet
ing eight schools. Aside from de
feending champion LIU, there are
Adelphi, Hofstra, Bridgeport, C.W.
Post, Fairleigh Dickinson, Wagner
and Rider.
In non-league games City will
meet Columbia, Brooklyn, Upsala,

Central Connecticut won thoK••>-----------
meet with 36 points. Iona was sec- City
in 27·34 his best time of the
on.d wi�h 39 aJ?-d City a distant season.Ho�e;er the
next best that
third w1th 59 pomts.
a Beaver i¼inner could do was 18th
Jim O'Connell continued to shiz:.e
with Andy Ferrara hitting 30 :43.
.
for City as he won for the SIX Bernie Samet
was 19th and Allen
s�r'.1-ight time t�s sea�on. O'Conn�ll Steinfeld 20th.
fmished the five mile cours.e m
Morgan, Swenson and Orloff
25:31.54, more than a rn!�ute gave Central Connectic
ut second,
ahead of the nearest competition. third and sixth place to make the
difference btween first and second.
gineer Battalion in Bamberg, Ger- Iona placed five men in the first
many. He is presently an instruc- ten , but was three points shy of
tor in the College's ROTC program. Central Connecticut.
The rifle team made its debut unPreviously City had beaten Adelder the new coach Friday night phi, Queens, Fairleigh Dickinson,
against Brooklyn and Newark Col- Kings Point and Montclair Teach
lege of Engineering on the Lewis- ers. However the Beavers lack of
ohn Stadium range. City has won depth against a stronger opponent
was clearly evident in their first
94 consecutive home matches.
Abe Assa finished four:th for loss of the year.

I
ji;===============================
======�
Exam Time Jitters

RELAX

We Have the Widest Selection of

Boaters Blank Seton Ha/1,2-0;
Snap Longest Losing Streak
The longest ·1osing streak in the modern soccer history
of the College came to an end Oct. 22, when the Beavers
scored two saoond half goals to defeat Seton Hall, 2-0, at
South Orange, N. J.

After tying and winning its first
two starts, City lost successive
games to NYU, Fairleigh Dickin
son and LIU. Since -the spo1t was
resumed at City in 1947, no team
had lost tlu·ee straight games. In
only three of those 19 years did
City lose more than three games in
a single season.
The victory also kept alive the
Beavers' chances of having a win
ning season. City is 2-3-1 with
four games left. Only twice has
City failed to play better than .500
ball.
City controlled the game, which
was played on a muddy and slip
pery field, but couldn't score in
the first half.
The game was finally broken
open at the 18 minute mark of
the third quarter, Steve Goldman,
from left wing, shot on goal. The
goalie made the save, but didn't
hold the ball. Mike Nigro picked

up the loose ball and scored from
close range. It was the second goal
for Nigro.
The Beavers didn't get their in
surance goal until 17 minutes into
the fomth period. On a corner kick,
Goldman centered the ball. Andre
Paiadopoulos was in front of the
net and headed the ball into the
for corner. It was' his third goal
of the year.
Several other scoring chances
just failed to connect for City.
The game statistics showed City
outshooting the Pirates 36-8. On
a drier field the score could have
been much greater,
Beaver goalie Dave Benishai rec
orded his first shutout. He had to
make just six saves.
Saturday City faced Brooklyn at
Brooklyn. This Saturday the Bea
vers return home to meet Adelphi
at Lewisohn Stadium at 2. The
freshman teams of the schools meet
in a preliminary game at 11.

concentrated STUDY AIDS
�REVIEW BOOKS
•
•
•
•
•

�LIT NOTES
• BARNES & NOBLE
• MONARCH
• STUDY MASTER

BARNES & NOBLE
LITTLEFIELD ADAMS
MONARCH
$CHARMS
U.C.T.
�Data Guides

THIS
WEEK
ONLY

MONARCH
U.C.T.

�VOCABULARY CARDS

REVIEW BOOKS 1 Oo/o OFF
137 EAST 22 STREET
IN STUDENT CENTER LOBBY

Open Till 8:45 Mon. to Thurs.

